Wine Portfolio

Vignobles Beaulieu
History
Family winery since 1910, now runned by Philippe Person the fifth generation. The estate grew from 20ha to160 nowadays.
Located in the commune of Galgon, the 160-hectare vineyard is close to Fronsac and Villegouge in the area of Bordeaux in France.
Mainly Merlot planted, the annual production reaches around 1 million bottle per year,

Chateau David Beaulieu – Bordeaux
Superieur

Chateau Jalousie Beaulieu – Bordeaux
Superieur

Château David Beaulieu is comprised a
beautiful and deep color, and a nose at
once blossomed, delicate and intense
that delicately incorporates the aromas
of red fruits and violets.

Beautiful deep ruby color. Elegant
aromas of spices and red fruits.
The taste is powerful with fine tannins.

BLEND
80% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Franc, 5%
Cabernet Sauvignon,

SOIL
Clay – Limestone
AGEING
Ageing in stainless steel tanks

BLEND
70 % Merlot, 11 % Cabernet Franc, 19
% Cabenert Sauvignon
SOIL
Clay Limestone
AGEING
12 - 18 months in tanks

Chateau Pascaud – Bordeaux Superieur
Rich an powerful wine, full bodied with a
deep colour and intense ripe fruits aromas.
BLEND
90% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Franc
SOIL
Clay – limestone
AGEING
Ageing in French oak barrels

Vignoble Mingot
History
Following his grandfather Raymond and his father Michel, Julien is now leading the family winery. Julien stands for
the new generation of the family business and brings a cross view from the winemaking, highly focused on quality,
to the sales with a customer service approach Now Julien is running Chateau Marechaux and had acquiered
Chateau La Pensée with his first vintage in 2013
Terroir
The vineyard is located in the Savignac de l’Isle commune, close to Libourne, on what is historically called “the
Bordeaux right bank”. Situated at the highest point of the Isle valley, the plots benefit from a perfect sun exposure
and an exceptional drainage thanks to the natural slope. 20 hectares of vines stretches out around the Château and
permits to produce high quality red, white and rosé wines.

Domaine des Maréchaux – Bordeaux Superieur
Deep colour Red fruit with some blackberry notes,
enriched with ripe tannins. Round wine with a long
and elegant finish on the fruit. An accessible wine
which can be appreciated even in the recent vintages.
BLEND
100% Merlot

SOIL
Clay and Limestone
AGEING
Ageing in stainless steel tanks

Chateau La Pensée – Lalande de Pomerol
Juicy, vibrant brambles, raspberries, strawberries and
blackcurrants, topped off with gently roasted nuts, spices
and coffee.
BLEND
100% Merlot
SOIL
Sablo – Limestone
AGEING
6 – 8 month in french oak barrel

Vignoble Ballet
History
The family estate launch in 1946 by Jean Clause Ballet’s grandfather, Cyprien Furt, with only 5 ha, has been take over 16 years after
by his grandson and now by Nathalie and Bruno.
Today, the estate covers 57ha of vines divided in two wines Château Jean Dugay and Château La Caussade. The vines of Chateau
Jean Dugay are on the west of the town of Vayres on a gravelly sandy plateau ideally exposed overlooking the medieval castle of
Vayres.

Chateau Jean Dugay – Bordeaux

Chateau La Caussade – Graves de Vayres

Beautiful deep dress, with a ruby color. Fine,
elegant nose revealing aromas of spices and black
fruits. Fresh and suave attack. Beautiful elegant
tannins, round, fleshy. Silky final, with aromas of
cherries and prunes.

Beautiful bright and deep dress. Intense aromas of black
fruits, vanilla with fresh notes. This is a well balanced wine
with a long final.

BLEND
100% Merlot
Average age of the vines : 25 years

BLEND
95% Merlot
5% Petit Verdot
Average age of the vine: 23 years

SOIL
Clay – Limestone

SOIL
Clay – limestone

AGEING
Ageing in stainless steel tanks

AGEING
Ageing in French oak barrels
Also doing White and Rosé

Denis Dubourdieu Domaines
Denis Dubourdieu

History

Decanter Man of the Year 2016

Denis Dubourdieu and his wife Florence are both from old winegrower
families from Bordeaux.
With their two sons, Fabrice and Jean-Jacques, they handle several
domaines, with a total surface of 135 hectares, in various area, Sauternes,
Graves and Cadillac-Côtes de Bordeaux.

Chateau Haura – Graves

Les Cèdres de Haura – Graves

Château Haura Red presents the style of large
traditional Bordeaux of left bank. It expresses fresh
tannins and smoked cabernet sauvignon cultivated
on gravels associated with the silky merlots. This is a
typical wine that can be matched with cheese or red
meats like braised meat.

Les Cedres de Haura is the second wine of
Chateau Haura. Very well balanced with
strong aromas of ripe fruits and a nice
freshness.

BLEND
40% Merlot
60% Cabernet Sauvignon
SOIL
Gravels
AGEING
12 months in oak barrels (30% new)

BLEND
30% Merlot
70% Cabernet Sauvignon
SOIL
Gravels
AGEING
8 months in oak barrels (30% new)

Vignobles Monroux
History
The Monroux family is historically part of Bordeaux wine region. Since 1861 they are owning Château Saint George, one of
the most prestigious Château of the right bank. This estate is very well know for its beauty.
Now co-owning this fabulous estate, the Monroux family has developped its passion to other wineris in Bordeaux, Saint
Emilion, Medoc and also in Spain.
Château Franc Bigaroux is located on the south side of the hills of Saint-Emilion. His plots affecting the famous properties of
Chateau Pavie and Chateau La Gaffeliere.

Chateau Franc Bigaroux – Saint Emilion Grand Cru

Chateau Grand Marceaux – Medoc

This wine is ripe, succulent and wonderfully fleshy
with sweet cassis and rich plum fruit.
Arguably on the strength of the tasting, this wine is
fantastic fruit-driven, succulent charms make it
irresistible.

Beautiful red-garnet dress with mauve reflections.
Aromatic nose. Fruity: blackcurrant, blackberry, raspberry.
Wood does not appear, it is well integrated. Fleshy,
vigorous, the cabernet sauvignon brings a slightly tannic
feeling giving the structure of this Medoc. Beautiful fruity
savour. The wine fills up well in mouth.Good persistence.

BLEND
65% Merlot
35% Cabernet Sauvignon
SOIL
Clay and limestone

AGEING
10 months in oak barrel after the malolactic
fermentation

BLEND
50% Merlot
50% Cabernet sauvignon
SOIL
Clay-limestone
AGEING
1/3 in new oak barrel for 12 months

Château de Saint Pey
History
Château de Saint-Pey has been in the jurisdiction of Saint Emilion since 1744. The property has survived
through the ages thanks to the skill and determination of the Musset family.
After six generations, the Musset heirs passed on the family's heritage.
In 2011, the new owners, Clarence Grosdidier and Frédéric Stévenin undertook to give a new breath of life
to the château and its vineyard,

Chateau de Saint Pey – Saint Emilion Grand Cru

S de Saint Pey - Bordeaux

Beautiful aromas of red fruits. Smoothness, Volume in
mounth and Fuity.
A perfect blend for an excellent well balanced wine
from Saint Emilion Grand Cru

Nose revealing notes of fresh fruit (wild strawberry)
follow-up of slightly afforested marks. The taste begins on
a fresh and intense attack. The middle of the mouth sets of
the volume raising the sweetness of tannins. Finale is
smooth with a beautiful length. .

BLEND
85% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Franc
SOIL
The land is sandy-soil on surface and sandy-clavey,
limestone and chalky-clavey underneath
AGEING
Maturation for one year in french oak barrels (33% of
new barrels)

BLEND
90% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Franc
SOIL
Clay-limestone
AGEING
Aged in tanks

Château Fourcas Dupré
History
Château Fourcas Dupré is an “historical estate” from Bordeaux. Prior to its creation in 1843, the estate was known as “Cru Roulet” and its
vineyards were authenticated since the 17th century. The vineyard of Fourcas Dupré is recognized as the best terroir of Listrac-Médoc.
Zenith de Fourcas Dupré, located at the apex of the Médoc region, is at the solar Zenith thus closest to the sun. This particularity has given
its name to the wine.
With an altitude of 42 meters, Listrac is located on the highest point of Médoc. Hautes Terres de Fourcas Dupré or “High Ground” is here to
remind the vineyard particularity. Listrac-Médoc is one of the 6 communal appellations of the Médoc area, together with Margaux,
Pauillac, Saint Estèphe, Moulis and Saint Julien. Hautes Terres de Fourcas Dupré is a modern version of Château Fourcas Dupré, produced
with the same quality standards than its prestigious brother. It benefits from the same know-how and technical equipments.

Chateau Fourcas Dupré – Listrac

Zenith de Fourcas Dupré – Haut Medoc

Hautes de Terres de Fourcas Dupré - Listrac

The main estate wine has a complex mineral
style with touches of ruby. Its personality
develops with balance and smoothness. With
time the sweetness and elegance of its
tannins gives a remarkable balance and
harmony. One finds traces of roasted coffee
beans and toast that develop with time.

Deliciously supple, with smoldering tabacco
weaving around the crished plum and steeped
black sherry fruit flavors. Singed sandalwood
and Earl Grey tea fill in on the stylish finish.
Very refined for the appellation.

As for tasting, the attack is soft, round,
followed by the fresh- ness and crispiness of
the fruit that dominates the body. Also, Hautes
Terres de Fourcas Dupré has a noteworthy
lasting finish.

BLEND
44% Cabernet Sauvignon , 44% Merlot,10%
Cabernet Franc , 2% Petit Verdot
SOIL
Pyrenean gravel on clay-hardpan subsoil
AGEING
Ageing in barrels, a third of which are
renewed every year, completes the balance
of every vintage year.

BLEND
47 % Cabernet Sauvignon, 47 % Merlot, 4 %
Cabernet Franc, 2 % Petit Verdot
SOIL
Pyrenean gravel on clay-hardpan subsoil
AGEING
In order to preserve the fruit, fermentation
temperatures are contained, macerations are
reasonable and ageing takes place partly in
vats and in oak barrels.

BLEND
80% Merlot
20% Cabernet Sauvignon

SOIL
Pyrenean gravel on clay-hardpan subsoil
AGEING
In order to preserve the fruit, fermentation
temperatures are contained, macerations are
reasonable and ageing takes place partly in
vats and in oak barrels.

Château Laujac
History
The estate has been inhabited since Antiquity. By digging the foundations of the vat-house, some diggers discovered fragments of
mosaic, polished axes , flints and potteries. Later on, under the reign of Louis XIV, the d'Aujeard family owned the land of Laujac.
Thanks to Colbert, Minister of Louis XIV, their social status moved up from wine trader to nobility. They owned Laujac until the XIX C. ,
when M de Villemot bought it, and had the castle built up. It is the same castle which is represented on the label.
Laujac is a beautiful example of neo-classic architecture inspired by the palladian villas. A few years later , in 1824, M de Villemot sold
Laujac to the Cabarrus family. The Cabarrus were traders and shipowners in Bordeaux. They sold Laujac to the Cruse family in ,1852.
Until that time Laujac remained in the same family.

Chateau Laujac – Medoc Cru Bourgeois

Chateau La Tour Cordouan – Medoc

This fantastic cru bourgeois reveals intense aromas of ripe
black fruits supported by an elegant woody aroma. This wine
is well balanced with fine tannins

It is a robust wine with layers of character. Aromas and flavors consist of
lovely notes of cassis, anise, dark cherry, and dried herbs. The finish is
long and inviting and overall it drinks well above its modest price point
with some age on it

BLEND
60% Cabernet Sauvignon
35% Merlot
5% Cabernet Franc
Average age of the vines: 20 years

BLEND
50% Cabernet Sauvignon
50% Merlot
Average of the vines: 15 years

SOIL
Argilo – calcaire
HARVEST AND VINIFICATION
Traditional

AGEING
12 months in French oak barrels

SOIL
Graves and clay limestone
HARVEST AND VINIFICATION
Mechanical harvest
AGEING
6 months in french oak barrels

Domaine de La Begude
History
Vast territory of 500 hectares with 17 hectares of vines, like a balcony over the sea, at the top of the appellation Bandol, brushed by the
wind named Mistral. La Begude produces red, rosé and white wines belonging to the Bandol AOC, one of the first appellations in
France.
The vines are situated 400 meters above sea level. From this elevation, the view extends to Ciotat bay and the sea beyond. The seas air
continuously softens the climate of this terroir, which is often extreme. The soil's poverty and the wind allow us to have wines with no
excess of alcohol, nor heaviness.
The particularity of la Bégude is its extraordinary diversity of soils and expositions. This mosaic of vines remind us of a color pallet for
an artist. It’s surrounded by olive trees and the Mediterranean forest caring heavy scents of garrigue. They serve as a setting, if not a
jewel case.
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